
Hi Friends,

Did you feel it? Did you feel the shift? Welcome to March 2020 where we experience
so much more ease and grace and forward movement. Wishing a great month of
love, success and happiness.

New Earth Thriving
- creating a win-win for everybody!

YOU/We are rewriting our history and beginning a brand new paradigm. A brand new
consciousness, with no attachment to past programing, limiting beliefs, or story
lines.  Living beyond our human conditioning. WE the pioneers of a NEW
consciousness — focused on our Holy Missions = Sustainable Living and Thriving
on our NEW Earth. 
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THE ONLY PATH .....YOUR TRUE NORTH, THE DIRECTION OF YOUR
HIGHER POWER GUIDING YOU IN BUILDING YOUR NEW WORLD WITH
EVERY THOUGHT ACTION AND DEED IN COMMUNITY FOR COMMUNITY
BECAUSE LOVE IS THE ACTION AND PEACE IS THE WAY.

Living Beyond the Human Condition - 
  The New Human, Bringing Peace to the World.

 In this article I talk about the new human and what you can expect.

The New Human is you becoming your true self. The New Human is fully conscious,
awake to the truth of who they are, realizing they have been there all along, and fully
content being who they are. The New Human is a template of the new earth, vibrating
unconditional love and living in harmony with nature. The New Human has superpowers
and is willing to use them

Click HERE to Read More

  My Journey
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Purification, Healing, Empowerment.
Text- 360-941-5783 and let’s get you scheduled now.

Schedule Your Session Today!

Are you challenged in your life right now -- feeling powerless, or anxious not sure how to
move forward, or you are not feeling at peace with all the changes that are happening and
would like support, physical, emotional, or spiritual healing, healing of your
heart? Could it be you're releasing anger, having relationship issues, deep blocks, or
ancestral wounding and would like resolution and healing? Most health problems are
caused by lack of harmony, emotional suppression, or unresolved issues of past or
present. I work with the inner body, and in order to feel the release, we must heal
the deep seated feelings that cause the disturbances.

We are in such a time of change, you will find it supportive to work with me one-on-
one. In this powerful time of letting go of old relationships, career changes, and
new directions to pioneer, there is nothing stopping you from creating your best
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life. What could be better than the Ultimate Spiritual Life Coach, loving you into self
healing, self love -- physically, spiritually, and emotionally. I will help you step into
the truth of YOUR being and release YOUR fears now, so you can have a clear path
to walk.

What this will do for you:

Activate the self-healing template
Increase the feeling of love in your life
release powerlessness
make you look and feel younger
create huge movement and flow
get ready and receive huge abundance\
empowerment.

Here is what others are saying:

PEOPLE THAT ARE CHANGING THE WORLD

Kornelia and Friends
I love hosting and co-hosting my radio podcasts, and my -hosts do too.
We are anchoring in the new energy on earth and broadcasting our voices into the
Quantum Field, with Solutions, Passion, and Integrity.  In the recent episode
with Financial Coach Dawnette Palmore, and her 19-year-old daughter, Cloe Joined
us.  I was so inspired, and I know you will be too.

Our young people are our future leaders on this planet.
Meet Cloe- 

Cloe has her own money
Cloe is living debt-free, 
Cloe has strong financial habits, and she travels the world. 
Cloe tells us that she feels that she is better off than most of her friends.
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The first 30 minutes Dawnette shares with us how one Woman changed her financial life 
within 6 months.

Did you, your children, or grandchildren have
what Cloe has?
It's not too late to begin.  
Text or call Dawnette at 1-562-556-1227 for a
free consultation and make a plan for you and
your family. You can see this Mom, this Mentor;
this Coach holds you accountable.  The most
important thing is that you begin.

Watch HERE

Listen HERE

One of our audience members just sent me a text about this show. I just started
watching the video on youtube Kornelia the energy in you is way up there. I fed into
your energy immediately very very loving alone. And now I am adding in Dana, I am
higher connected. I have to get back to you. I had to tell you an absolutely
wonderful experience just starting the show.
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Watch HERE Listen HERE

In this episode OF HANDLE THE LUMP HEAL YOUR LIFE Part 11 

Tracy, Dana and Kornelia were vibing so high you could feel it.
what you will discover here in this conversation is that you can overcome
anything. There is nothing that you can't achieve.  Your dreams are made for
manifestation. In this episode, Three Women
near-death experiences, surviving suicide and breast cancer survivor, are all thriving
now in their bodies. Empowering Women around the world.

OUR FREQUENCY CREATES YOUR REALITY: 
 Ready in increase your Femme Frequency? Frequency UP!
-Learn to be healthy: HEAL-THY-SELF
-Become your own MD: Medical Detective 
 What’s next for the next wave of the women’s movement post-patriarchy?

Subscribe, Like, and Share to My YouTube Channel Right HERE
so that you never miss any of our life enriching content!

The point of power is always in the present moment. The
conscious, present, now moment! 

With no consciousness (energy in the past), because YOU have released all the
past from your physical body and from your experience!.
With no energy in the future which does not exist.

In the future, you’re always looking for something that you think you will get when you get
to there. When you get to the future, you’ll be happy, you will have succeeded, you will
have your relationship, and you will have your abundance. You keep projecting the energy
into the future, which is an illusion and keeps you from experiencing the absolute truth,
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that can only be experienced in the PRESENT MOMENT. Bring it all into the NOW
moment — this is the place for Freedom, JOY, Abundance, Power, Creation and
Manifestation. Bring your conscious awareness into the NOW moment where you merge
with your humanity (earth) and bring your divinity (heaven), and you have met
YOURSELF. Now do that every conscious now moment and you are “Heaven on Earth.”   

Kornelia Stephanie Media Company. Content Creator.
https://www.korneliastephanietv.com/
http://www.youtube.com/c/KorneliaStephanie.
https://korneliastephanievip.com/
https://korneliastephanie.com/

It is my prayer for you that you experience true love every moment of your life.

Harmoniously Yours,
Kornelia
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